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ABSTRACT: Nowadays systems are not getting any littler, they are expanding in size and it is getting to be dull 

employment for system chairmen to troubleshoot the system, since they depend on customary devices, for example, 

ping and follow course for this occupation. This paper advances a robotized and deliberate way to deal with test and 

investigate a system called Automatic Test Packet Generation (ATPG). ATPG produces a model which is not reliant 

on gadgets subsequent to perusing setup from switches. The model is utilized to create least number of test parcels 

to cover each connection in a system and every standard in system. ATPG is fit for exploring both practical and 

execution issues. Test bundles are sent at customary interims and separate procedure is utilized to confine issues. 

The working of few disconnected from the net instruments which naturally create test bundles are likewise given, 

yet ATPG goes past the prior work in static (Checking liveness and flaw confinement). 

Keywords: Fault Localization, Test Packet Selection, Network Debugging, Automatic Test packet Generation 

(ATPG), Forwarding Information Base (FIB). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It is famously known us, extremely hard to investigate 

or recognize and uproot lapses in systems. Consistently, 

system architects battle with mislabeled links, 

programming bugs, switch misconfigurations, fiber 

cuts, defective interfaces and different reasons that 

make systems drop down. System architects chase 

down bugs with different instruments (e.g., Ping, follow 

course, SNMP) and track down the purpose behind 

system disappointment utilizing a mix of gathered 

shrewdness and impression. Investigating systems is 

turning out to be more harder as systems are developing 

bigger (advanced server farms may contain 10 000 

switches, a grounds system may serve 50 000 clients, a 

100-Gb/s whole deal connection may convey 100 000 

streams) and are getting muddled (with more than 6000 

RFCs, switch programming depended on a large 

number of lines of source code, and system chips 

contain billions of entryways. 

Fig. 1 is a disentangled perspective of system state. 

Base of the figure is the sending state to forward every 

bundle, comprise of L2 and L3 sending data base (FIB), 

access control records, and so forth. The sending state 

was composed by the control plane (that could be 

neighborhood or remote) and ought to effectively 

actualize the system overseer's plan. Samples of the 

plan include: "Security bunch X was segregated from 

security Group Y," "Use OSPF for directing," and 

"Video activity got no less than 1 Mb/s." We could 

think about the controller incorporating the plan (An) 

into gadget particular arrangement records (B), which 

thusly focus the sending conduct of every parcel (C). 

To guarantee the system carry on as planned, the three 

stages ought to stay steady every times. Negligibly, 

requires that adequate connections and hubs are 

working; the control plane recognizes that a portable 

workstation can get to a server, the required result can 

fizzle if connections come up short. The fundamental 

explanation behind system disappointment is equipment 

and programming disappointment, and this issue is 

perceived themselves as reachability disappointments 

and throughput/dormancy corruption. We will likely 

naturally discover these sorts of disappointments. 

The expectation of this paper is to produce a base 

arrangement of bundles consequently to cover each 
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connection in the system. This device can naturally 

create bundles to test execution attestations like parcel 

idleness. ATPG recognizes slips freely and thoroughly 

testing sending passages and bundle preparing tenets in 

system. In this apparatus, test parcels are made 

algorithmically from the gadget setup documents and 

First data base, with least number of bundles required 

for complete scope. Test parcels are sustained into the 

system in which each guideline was practiced 

straightforwardly from the information arrangement. 

Since ATPG treats connects simply like ordinary 

sending principles, the full scope gives testing of each 

connection in system. It could be particularized to 

create an insignificant arrangement of bundles that test 

each connection for system liveness. For responding to 

disappointments, numerous system administrators like 

Internet proactively test the system's soundness by 

pinging between all sets of sources. 

Associations can alter ATPG to confront their needs; 

for instance, they can choose to test for system liveness 

(connection cover) or test each standard (tenet spread) 

to verify security arrangement. ATPG could be changed 

to test reachability and execution. ATPG can adjust to 

limitations, for example, taking test parcels from just a 

couple places in the system or utilizing specific 

switches to produce test bundles from each port. 

 

Fig. 1. Static versus dynamic checking: A scheme is 

compiled to forwarding state, and it is executed by the 

forwarding plane. 

The contributions of this paper are as follows:  

1) A survey of network operators exposing common 

failures and root causes. 

 2) A test packet generation algorithm. 

 3) A fault localization algorithm to separate faulty 

devices and Rules.  

4) ATPG usecases for functional and throughput 

testing. 

 5) Evaluation of prototype ATPG system using rulesets 

gathered from the Stanford and Internet2 backbones. 

II. RELATED WORK 

The test parcels which create consequently by design is 

not mindful by prior methods. The all the time related 

works we are commonplace is logged off devices which 

test invariants in systems. In control plane, NICE [7] 

tries to thoroughly cover code way typically in a 

controller applications with backing of streamlined 

switch and host models. In the information plane, 

Anteater [25] models invariants as a Boolean 

satisfiability issue which tests them against setups with 

a SAT solver. Header Space Analysis [16] use 

geometric model for checking reachability, detecting 

circles, and for checking cutting. As of late, SOFT [1] 

set forward to check consistency between diverse Open 

Flow specialists executions which is in charge of 

connecting control and information planes in SDN 

setting. ATPG supplement these checkers specifically 

by confirming the information plane and practicing an 

imperative arrangement of element or execution 

blunders which couldn't be caught. The real 

commitment of ATPG is not blame restriction, but 

rather choosing a smaller arrangement of end-to-end 

estimations which could practice each principle and 

each connection. The mapping in the middle of Min-

Set-Cover and system observing was been investigated 

already in [3] and [5]. ATPG progress the recognition 

granularity to lead level by working switch arrangement 

and information plane data. ATPG not restricted to 

liveness testing, but rather it can be appropriate for 

checking more elevated amount properties like 

execution. Our work was firmly identified with work in 

programming dialects and typical investigating. We 

made a preparatory tries to utilize KLEE [6] and 

observe it to be 10 times slower than the unoptimized 

header space system. We guess this is fundamentally in 

light of the fact that in our structure we specifically 

reproduce the forward way of a parcel likewise of 

settling limitations utilizing a SMT solver. Be that as it 
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may, more work is expected to comprehend the 

distinctions and potential open doors. 

3. NETWORK DESIGN  

As specified in the last area, the programmed test 

bundle era (ATPG) framework makes utilization of 

geometric model of header space investigation [9]. This 

segment clarifies a key's percentage terms connected 

with geometric structure of header space investigation. 

 3.1 Packet 

Bundle in a system can be depicted as a tuple of the 

structure (port, header) in a manner that, it is the 

occupation of port to show position of parcel in a 

system at prompt time. Every one of the port is 

assigned with one and stand out one of a kind number 

[8]. 

 3.2 Switch  

Another term utilized as a part of geometric model of 

header space investigation is switches. It is the 

occupation of switch exchange Function T, to model 

gadgets in a system. Illustration of gadgets can be 

switches or switches. There is an arrangement of 

sending standards contained in every gadget, which 

chooses how the bundles ought to be handled. At the 

point when a parcel comes at a switch, a switch 

exchange capacity contrasts it and every tenet in 

plunging request of need. On the off chance that bundle 

does not coordinate with any of the principle then it is 

dropped. Every approaching bundle is combined with 

precisely single tenet [8]. 

 3.3 Rules  

Bit of work for tenets is era of rundown of one or more 

yield parcels connected with those yield ports to which 

the bundle is exchanged, and clarify how fields of port 

are adjusted. As it were, guidelines clarifies how the 

area of header space at passageway in changed into 

locale of header space at way out [8]. 

3.4 Rule History 

At any minute, each bundle has its own particular 

principle history, which can be depicted as requested 

rundown of standards parcel have coordinated up to that 

point as it covers the system. Standard history gives 

fundamental and essential natural material for 

programmed test bundle era (ATPG). That is the 

motivation behind why it is basic to ATPG [8]. 

 3.5 Topology 

 The system topology is demonstrated by topology 

exchange capacity. The topology exchange capacity 

gives the detail about which two ports are joined by 

connections. Connections are only decides that 

advances a bundle from source to destination with no 

change. On the off chance that there is not a solitary 

topology standard coordinating a data port, the port is 

arranged at edge of a system and bundle has go to its 

craved destination [8]. 

 3.6 Life of a Packet 

 One can see life of a parcel as completing or executing 

switch exchange capacity and topology exchange 

capacity finally. At the point when a specific parcel 

arrives in a system port p, firstly a switch capacity is 

connected to that bundle. Switch exchange work 

likewise contains information port pk.p of that bundle. 

The consequence of applying switch capacity is 

rundown of new parcels [pk1, pk2, pk3,]. In the event 

that the parcel came to its destination it is recorded, and 

if that is not the situation, topology exchange capacity 

is utilized to call upon switch capacity of new port. This 

procedure is done over and over unless parcel is at its 

destination [8]. 

 4. ATPG THEORY 

 Stand on the framework standard investigated above; 

Automatic test bundle era framework makes utilization 

of slightest conceivable number of test parcels to 

concentrate entire sending guidelines in a system, on 

the condition that every sending principle is topped by 

no less than one test bundle. At the point when the 

deficiency is experienced, ATPG is outfitted with 

shortcoming confinement calculation to determine the 

declining guidelines or connections. Figure 3 speaks to 

the work stream of programmed test parcel era (ATPG) 

framework. 
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1) The ATPG framework starts by social event sending 

state from system, which is spoken to as initial phase in 

the figure. Work secured in this stride is regularly 

recovering topology of system as well as learning 

sending data base and arrangement records and so forth.  

2) The second step takes after the to begin with, in 

which header space examination is utilized by ATPG 

framework to make sense of extent of every terminal.  

3) The result of second step is taken as information by 

test bundle era calculation to gage littlest number of test 

parcels adequate to test all principles. This finishes 

third step.  

4) These test bundles are sent consistently by the test 

terminals as a penultimate step.  

5) Lastly, if a mistake is uncovered ATPG speaks to 

blame confinement calculation to abridge foundation of 

slip [8]. Perusers can see other variant of figure 3 in 

figure 5 given in [8]. 

4.1 Origination of Test Packets 

 The ATPG framework can be generally separated into 

two sections in particular test bundle era and 

shortcoming restriction. While adding to a calculation 

for test parcel era a supposition is that, arrangement of 

test terminals may transmit or take in test bundles. The 

objective for calculation is producing least number of 

test bundles to hone each tenet in each switch capacity, 

therefore if a deficiency happens, it will be viewed by 

no less than one test parcel. ATPG framework makes 

utilization of test parcels choice calculation (TPS) to 

create test bundles. ATPG should just make utilization 

of test terminals that are accessible and ATPG must use 

headers that every test terminal is approved to send are 

two critical limitations of which ATPG must take a 

notification of at the season of creating test parcels.  

1) ATPG framework starts by assessing whole 

arrangement of test bundle headers that can be sent 

from every test terminal to each other test terminal. 

ATPG accomplishes this by distinguishing full 

arrangement of guidelines it can work out in whole 

excursion. Consequently, ATPG alludes to all pair 

reachability calculation [9] to perform this errand.  

2) Afterwards, ATPG chooses more prominent than or 

equivalent to one test bundle from indistinguishable 

class of test parcels to utilize each standard which is 

inside reachable separation. Programmed test bundle 

era can finish this easily by randomly selecting single 

parcel in every class. This technique is fit for finding 

just those issues for which all parcels screened by same 

guideline endure the same shortcoming. Illustration of 

such blames incorporates join disappointment. Then 

again on the off chance that somebody craved to 

discover deficiencies which are specific to headers, then 

he needs to choose each header in each class. This 

procedure is called examining.  

3) Lastly during the time spent creating test bundles 

ATPG goes to pressure. The times' majority while 

utilizing test parcel choice calculation there come 

circumstance such that same principle can be utilized 

by various test bundles. Hence ATPG picks littlest 

group of test bundles chose in above stride in a manner 

that partnership of their principle histories spread 

aggregate tenets [8].

 

Fig 3: Working of Automatic Test Packet Generation 

4.2 Error Fixing 

ATPG sends an arrangement of test parcels at general 

interims. In the event that on the off chance that test 

parcels neglect to achieve their fancied target, ATPG is 

equipped for distinguishing blunders that impelled the 

issue. In the event that watched execution of a principle 

is not the same as its typical conduct then a guideline is 

dismissed, as it were it comes up short. ATPG screens 

where tenets come up short by applying an outcome 

capacity R on guideline r in a bundle pk. An outcome 

capacity takes esteem 1 if parcel pk takes after 

guideline r, if not it takes esteem 0. 
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A sending of a tenet comes up short if a test bundle is 

not gave to its arranged yield port on other great. 

Sending of a guideline is fruitful if either a test parcel is 

given to its arranged yield port, or on the off chance 

that it is a drop principle, it is tended to rightly on the 

off chance that it is dropped. A connection breakdown 

can be portrayed by disappointment of sending 

guideline in the topology capacity. Further, if yield 

connection is stuck, disappointment can be dictated by 

holding up time of a test parcel going over a limit.  

Calculation that finds damaged standards is depicted 

beneath, makes theory that a test bundle will flourish if 

and just on the off chance that it succeeds at each short 

trek.  

1) Let's start by considering the result of relentlessly 

sending the test bundles. For every breezing through 

test, put every one of the tenets utilized by them as a 

part of an arrangement of passing principles P. 

Moreover, for every coming up short test put every one 

of the guidelines utilized by them as a part of an 

arrangement of likely falling flat standards F. 

According to speculation, insignificantly one or a 

greater amount of the tenets in F are imperfect. 

Subsequently, F-P gets to be set of suspect tenets.  

2) Next obligation of ATPG is to decrease the extent of 

set of suspect standards by getting out that administer in 

suspect set, which is working appropriately. ATPG 

satisfies this obligation with the assistance of held 

parcels as given underneath. Saved bundles are those 

parcels which are disposed of by ATPG, amid 

determination of least number of test parcels to cover 

every standard in a system.  

a) ATPG picks those saved bundles from the 

arrangement of suspect guidelines whose tenet histories 

hold one and stand out principle and transmit these 

parcels.  

b) Suppose that a saved bundle p contains one and only 

run r which is additionally in a suspect set. On the off 

chance that transmitting held parcel p is not fruitful, 

ATPG infers that administer r is in blunder. Generally if 

transmitting held parcel p is effective, principle r is 

expelled from suspect set.  

c) ATPG continues rehashing this procedure for each 

held parcel chose in this stride.  

3) Most of the times, after second step suspect set turn 

out to be much littler that ATPG is done with suspect 

set. On the off chance that circumstance requests, 

ATPG can chop down suspect set further by 

transmitting those held parcels that practice two or 

more principles contained in suspect set in same path as 

specified above in second step. In the event that 

transmitting held bundles is effective ATPG reaches the 

conclusion that none of the utilized guidelines are 

inadequate and expels them from suspect set [8]. 

PROBLEM DEFINITION  

In current framework, the director physically chooses 

which ping bundle to be sent. Sending projects between 

each pair of edge ports is neither broad nor versatile. 

This framework is sufficient to discover least 

arrangement of end-to-end parcels that travel every 

connection. On the other hand, doing this need a 

method for abstracting crosswise over gadget particular 

arrangement documents producing headers and 

connections they reach lastly computing a base 

arrangement of test parcels. It is not intended to 

recognize disappointments created from fizzled 

connections and switches, bugs brought about from 

broken switch equipment or programming, and 

execution issues. The normal reasons for system 

disappointment are equipment disappointments and 

programming bugs, in which that issues show both as 

reachability disappointments and throughput/inertness 

corruption. To defeat this we are proposing new 

framework. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM  

Fig.2 demonstrates the building design of proposed 

framework. In this paper ATPG system produces least 

arrangement of parcels naturally, to troubleshoot the 

disappointments happening in the system. This 

apparatus could consequently create parcels for 

checking execution declarations, for example, similar to 

bundle inactivity. ATPG discovers and decides lapses 

by freely testing all sending passages, any bundle 

preparing tenets and firewall rules in system. 
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Fig. 2. ATPG system block diagram 

Here, test parcels are produced algorithmically from 

gadget design documents and from FIBs, which 

requires least number of bundles for complete scope. 

Test parcels are bolstered into the system in which that 

each standard is secured straightforwardly from the 

information plane. Since ATPG treats connections like 

ordinary sending principles, its full scope gives testing 

of each connection in the system. It can likewise be 

specific to frame an insignificant arrangement of 

bundles that clearly test each connection for system 

liveness. In any event in this essential structure, we 

would feel that ATPG or some comparable system is 

basic to organizes: Instead of responding to 

disappointments, numerous system administrators, for 

example, Internet2 proactively check the wellbeing of 

their system utilizing pings between all sets of sources. 

In any case, all-sets does not give testing of all 

connections and has been observed to be unsalable for 

extensive systems, for example, Planet Lab. 

V. METHODOLOGY  

The proposed system can be divided into following 

modules: 

5.1 Failures and root causes of network operators 

5.2 Data plane analysis 

5.3 Network troubleshooting  

5.4 ATPG system 

 5.5 Network Monitor  

5.1 FAILURES AND ROOT CAUSES OF 

NETWORK OPERATORS 

System movement is spoken to a particular line in 

switch, however these parcels are sprinkled on the 

grounds that the rate of token can low. It is hard to 

investigate a system for three reasons. In the first place, 

the sending state is shared to different switches and 

firewalls and is controlled by the sending tables, 

channel standards, and design parameters. Second, the 

sending state is hard to watch in light of the fact that it 

requires physically signing into each container in the 

system. Third, the sending state is altered at the same 

time by diverse projects, conventions and people. 

 5.2 DATA PLANE ANALYSIS 

Programmed Test Packet Generation system which 

naturally produces a base arrangement of bundles to 

check the resemblance of fundamental topology and 

harmoniousness between information plane state and 

design determinations. This instrument can 

consequently create bundles to test execution 

affirmations like parcel inertness. ATPG discover slips 

by autonomously and thoroughly checking all firewall 

guidelines, sending sections and bundle handling 

standards in system. The test parcels are produced 

algorithmically from the gadget design documents and 

FIBs, with less number of bundles required for entire 

scope. Test bundles are encouraged in the system so 

that each guideline is secured specifically from the 

information plane. This instrument can be modified to 

check just for reachability or for its execution 

5.3 NETWORK TROUBLESHOOTING  

The expense of system investigating is caught by two 

measurements. One is the quantity of system related 

tickets every month and another is the normal time 

taken to determine a ticket .There are 35% of systems 

which produce more than 100 tickets for each month. 

Of the respondents, 40.4% evaluation takes under 30 

minutes to determine a ticket. On the off chance that 

approached what is the perfect device for system 

investigating it would be, 70.7% reports programmed 

test era to check execution and accuracy. Some of them 
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included a craving for long running tests to discover 

jitter or discontinuous issues, ongoing connection limit 

checking and observing instruments for system state. 

So, while our overview is little, it helps the speculation 

that system chairmen face muddled manifestations and 

reasons. 

5.4 ATPG SYSTEM  

Contingent upon system model, ATPG creates less 

number of test bundles so that each sending guideline is 

practiced and secured by no less than one test parcel. At 

the point when a lapse is discovered, ATPG use 

shortcoming restriction calculation to learn the coming 

up short standards or connections. 

5.5 NETWORK MONITOR  

To send and get test parcels, system screen accept 

exceptional test operators in the system. The system 

screen gets the database and fabricates test bundles and 

educates every operators to send the best possible 

parcels. As of late, test specialists parcel test bundles by 

IP Proto field and TCP/UDP port number, yet different 

fields like IP alternative can be utilized. On the off 

chance that any tests come up short, the screen picks 

additional test parcels from booked bundles to discover 

the issue. The procedure gets rehashed till the 

shortcoming has been distinguished. To speak with test 

operators, screen utilizes JSON, and SQLite's string 

coordinating to lookup test parcels effectively. 

5. CONCLUSION  

System administrators nowadays for the most part rely 

on upon old instruments, for example, ping and follow 

course to right a system. It is watched that they need 

more refined device for this work. In everyday life, web 

access suppliers and also enormous server farm 

administrators face issues in testing liveness of a 

system. Then again, leading tests between every pair of 

outskirt ports is deficient as well as unappreciable. One 

can leave this issue by processing on gadget particular 

design documents, making headers and connections 

came to by them. Finally discovering slightest number 

of test parcels to cover every connection. To defeat 

every one of these issues require technique like ATPG. 

By testing all tenets comprehensive of all drop rules 

ATPG has the capacity test reachability system. That is 

not all; by utilizing execution scales, for example, 

postponement and loss of test bundles ATPG can 

ascertain execution soundness of a system. ATPG 

utilizes basic deficiency confinement technique 

developed with the assistance of header space 

examination [4] to limit flaws. Customary model of 

ATPG framework serves to cover most extreme 

connections or standards in a system with least number 

of test parcels. 
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